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        Phoenix, AZ 85036

Dear Harvest Partner,                     Tele: (602) 996-3187

We’re going to take a step back in time so you can realize the desperate condition of the United States and the rest of the 
world. This will give you a preview of what to expect. And we do not have to go back too far in time to realize the enormous 
debt that the world is in, patterned after every civilization that has failed. Even earlier than the Roman Empire Alexander 
the Great proved without a shadow of a doubt that to carry the vast army was an enormous debt-load. That ended with 
his death. Out of that came the Roman Empire who again performed this same ritual conquering the world winding up 
with a huge debt. They debased their currency by clipping their coins creating inflation in their money supply, living lavishly 
and immoral, bringing them to the point where they placed enormous taxes on the citizens of Rome. And finally, unable to pay 
their vast army, the Empire collapsed. Moving forward in time we come to the British Empire, Germany, France, Russia and 
finally the U.S. All of these countries are carrying an enormous debt. Central banks are printing money on an enormous 
scale. The debts are rising to heights that not even a printing press can overcome. If they continue on this path they will 
arrive at a point like Germany and Zimbabwe. We are already at a place where countries are robbing their future and pension 
funds. The next step would be to declare bankruptcy. Plans are being drawn up to allow states to file bankruptcy. If you think 
this is a little far fetched, a well known university professor published a special report stating the true debt of this nation at over 
200 trillion dollars, and not the governments statement of 13.5 trillion. Another great factor is the huge derivative market is 
now more than 1.2 quadrillion dollars, better known as a world debt of I-O-U’s. It is easy to see how the anti-Christ with all 
the answers will be accepted to solve these great problems. I wish I could continue, but I’m out of space. We have been 
blessed by Brother Frisby’s messages to know these things in advance and now a valuable quote from Neal Frisby.

“The whole world is upset, shaky, confused and perplexed not knowing which way to turn! But we the elect have a God of 
miracles and direct guidance! – The Lord Jesus is our peace, in the time of crises He will stand with us. He will not 
forsake or leave you.” (Heb. 13:5) “As you believe, He will give you the desires of your heart!” (Ps. 37:4) – “He will make all 
things possible and a way of escape out of man’s snares! – Jesus is your God of miracles and He will supply your needs in the 
times we live in! – Jesus often said, Fear not, be not afraid; but to believe only! Take courage, He is standing with you. Praise 
ye the Lord!”

“The nations are looking for a comforter too, but they will receive a false leader. One who will speak of peace and of taking 
them out of their crises, promising them a new utopia and prosperity for all, etc. Today’s New World Order sounds like the 
beginning of the final phases that will appear later. A strong man will arise! – Western Europe is searching for this leader and
may already be preparing for him to appear on the world scene! – Without a doubt a religious personage, in whom the Jews 
will finally accept! A world system man will arise controlling both religious and political society! He will rely upon the 
data system. According to prophecy a numerical man, a calculating wizard! – Before the age ends the USA will be tied to this 
system dealing in International trade affairs and etc. I believe this code of allegiance will appear.” (Rev. 13:13-18)

“According to the urgency of the spirit we are getting nearer concerning the above so we see the elect does not have very 
much longer to tell of the gospel, and warn Jesus is coming soon! For He is standing in the harvest field waving to us all, hurry 
get My wheat into the barn! – For the tares are preparing to bundle! – Behold, a storm is coming, and I will bring My 
children under My wings of shelter! Then they shall be taken up to meet Me in the air! – So we see time is short. This is 
our generation to finish up His work as quickly as possible! For in an hour that ye think not, He will suddenly appear to 
all those who love Him! – “The United States will see many alterations and changes. It will be entering a new era that covers a 
wide range of subjects! The world will be restructured by a new system. Whether the people like it or not, it’s coming! Events 
will pour in like a flood; and explosive occurrences. First one way, then another! The unexpected surprise will be the order of 
events to come! We are living in a shaky and unstable world! Nothing is stable or steadfast, people and governments 
change like the wind blowing in every direction! And this planet is going to get even more rattled. Most of mankind has 
turned their back upon the Creator. They are living and doing exactly as Jesus said they would do in the days of Sodom 
and in Noah’s time! Violence and all things it mentioned is certainly racing across the land. People are saying, when is 
all of this going to end? – Well, the cup of iniquity is full! In fact, it looks like it is beginning to run over. The appointed time 
is upon His people!” End quote.

The Lord has truly blessed us with this wonderful letter. This month I am releasing two Special Writings called, “The 
Midnight Cry – Translation” and “God’s Beautiful Promises.” Also a vital DVD, “Prophetic Warning!” (See offer below.) 
With your valuable help we’ll be able to get our publishing projects completed. Jesus has a special blessing for all who have 
helped this ministry.
                                                                      Your Brother in Christ,

All three new  CD’s/Cassettes: $15.00 donation:                                     New DVD release: “Prophetic Warning!”
“God’s Clock Ticking”                                                                                     Also available: “Whosoever Will”
“The Excellent Spirit”                                                                                                ($20.00 donation each)
“The Word – Drops of Honey”
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